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Abstract 
Bulk metallic glasses (BMG) are alloys that can be solidified into a diameter larger than 1 mm 
without detectable crystallization. The resulting amorphous solid state satisfies the 
thermodynamic definition of a glass: upon heating above a glass transition temperature, they 
reach a metastable super-cooled liquid region before crystallizing. There are many known 
methods for producing amorphous metals. The material properties and the ease of 
manufacturing amorphous metal specimens depend on the manufacturing methods and 
facilities used. Studying and developing such facilities contributes both to practical 
applications of these materials and to advances in basic science of liquid and amorphous states 
of matter. In this thesis, the merits of different facilities for producing bulk metallic glass are 
evaluated anecdotally using literature and interviews, and then in practice by designing, 
building and finally using different facilities to make various metallic glass specimens with 
composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (at.%). 

The results demonstrate that the process and equipment for producing metallic glass can be 
significantly simplified by constructing a combined arc melter and tilt casting furnace. A novel  
design for such a furnace, using ultra-high vacuum fittings making it possible to tilt the entire 
chamber, eliminates the need to use separate furnaces for alloying and for casting, and enables 
a practical manner to produce metallic glass specimens of the highest purity and highest 
mechanical quality. 

Further shaping of bulk metallic glass preforms into large aspect ratio metallic glass parts 
was shown to be feasible, without elaborate process control, in a tensile viscous flow 
configuration. Induction heating specially designed preforms results in a self-stabilizing 
thermoplastic forming process for metallic glass wires. 

Magnetron sputtering was used to produce amorphous coatings of the same nominal 
composition as the BMG specimens, directly attached to heat sensitive polymeric materials. 
Adhesion was found to be controllable via sputtering process parameters. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Makroskooppisiksi metallisiksi laseiksi (bulk metallic glass, BMG) kutsutaan metalliseoksia, 
jotka on pystytty jäähdyttämään yli millimetrin paksuisina koko alijäähtyneen alueen läpi 
lasisiirtymälämpötilaan asti ilman, että on päässyt tapahtumaan havaittavaa kiteytymistä. 
Jäähdytyksessä syntynyt amorfinen metalli täyttää lasin termodynaamisen määritelmän: 
kuumennettaessa yli lasisiirtymälämpötilan metastabiili alijäähtyneen sulan alue esiintyy 
ennen kiteytymistä. Amorfisten metalliseosten tuottamiseen tunnetaan monia menetelmiä. 
Tuotettujen amorfisten metallikappaleiden materiaaliominaisuudet ja valmistettavuus 
riippuvat käytetyistä valmistusmenetelmistä ja laitteistoista. Näiden valmistuslaitteistojen 
tutkiminen ja kehittäminen edistää sekä amorfisten metallien käytännön sovelluksia että 
edistää sulien ja amorfisten materiaalien perustieteitä. Tässä väitöstyössä tutkitaan eri 
valmistuslaitteistojen kykyjä ensin kirjallisuutta ja haastatteluja käyttäen, seuraavaksi 
käytännössä laitesuunnittelun ja laiterakennuksen keinoin ja lopuksi koostumuksen 
Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (at.%) amorfisia koekappaleita valmistaen eri valmistuslaitteistoja 
käyttäen. 

Tutkimustyön tulokset osoittavat, että metallisten lasien valmistusprosesseja ja 
valmistuslaitteistoja voidaan merkittävästi yksinkertaistaa rakentamalla yhdistetty 
valokaarisulatus- ja kallistusvalulaitteisto. Uudenlainen valmistuslaitteisto, jossa käytetään 
erittäin korkean tyhjötiiveyden edellyttämiä irto-osia mahdollistaa koko tyhjökammion 
kallistamisen, poistaen tarpeen käyttää kahta erillistä laitetta, yhtä seossulatukseen ja toista 
valamiseen. Tämä mahdollistaa korkeimman puhtauden ja parhaan mekaanisen laadun 
metallisten lasikappaleiden valmistuksen. Metallisesta lasista valmistettujen aihioiden 
jatkomuovaus suuren sivusuhteen metallisiksi lasiosiksi näytettiin toteuttamiskelpoiseksi, 
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Research hypothesis and original
features

For this thesis, the merits of different facilities for producing bulk metal-

lic glass were evaluated first anecdotally using literature and interviews,

and then in practice by designing, building and finally using different fa-

cilities to make various metallic glass specimens with composition Zr55Cu30-

Al10Ni5 (at.%). The research hypothesis of this thesis is that there remain

significant opportunities for improvement of processing facilities used in

bulk metallic glass research. Bulk metallic glasses are relatively new

materials. A variety of processing routes have shown that many of the

properties of these materials are indeed remarkable, and could be practi-

cally useful. However, there has not been a pressing need to optimize the

processing routes. In a research laboratory context, it is more interesting

to use existing facilities to study something new than to make marginal

improvements to those facilities. So when the need to build new facilities

for bulk metallic glass processing in our lab was identified, this presented

a rare opportunity to re-imagine those facilities.

This thesis, then, presents an original overview of some of the issues

in producing metallic glass specimens, and features several original de-

signs for metallic glass processing facilities. These facilities now exist

and were tested, which is a tangible result of unique circumstances. The

visit to Prof. Inoue’s lab at Tohoku University, and the discussions there

with Prof. Yokoyama about their production facilities, informed the re-

imagination exercise. The machine shop and knowledge base available in-

house at the Department of Engineering Design and Production allowed

to reduce it to practice. The initial results obtained with Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5
specimens to test it, confirmed that it was worthwhile. Three categories of

metallic glass processing facilities are considered in this thesis: alloying

and casting facilities, thermoplastic forming facilities and physical vapor

deposition facilities.
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An outstanding original feature of the alloying and casting facility de-

veloped in this thesis is that high-purity arc melting and tilt casting can

be done in a single furnace, without compromising on process purity of

the arc melting or on the capabilities of the tilt casting. Provisions were

also made for including cap casting into the construction. That innovation

is the subject of a patent application [1], which was approved during the

preparation of this thesis. It is not presented in this thesis. The combined

tilt-casting arc-melting facility allows the entire process from starting ma-

terials to the cast specimen to proceed without exposing the sample to at-

mosphere. Furthermore, it uses single arc melting power source instead

of three, a single high vacuum pumping and measuring system instead of

two and occupies a single machine space instead of two. Some mechani-

cal engineering was required to tilt the entire vacuum chamber, but the

result is a uniquely compact and quite practical facility for making the

highest quality bulk metallic glass specimens.

The original feature of the thermoplastic forming facility is the way in-

duction heating is used to locally soften that part of the material that

is to be deformed. Superplastic forming of bulk metallic glass had been

reported previously, but the method was impractical due to the need to

machine a specimen where the part of the material that is to be deformed

already has a smaller cross section than the part that is gripped to apply

the tensile load. In contrast, the thermoplastic forming facility developed

in this thesis is designed to use specimens that are easy to make. Cru-

cially, non-uniform heating of the specimen is exploited to keep the ends

that are gripped relatively cool, so that the material’s flow stress is higher

at the grips. Thus, the flow stress is not exceeded where the applied stress

is highest, but rather where the material is most softened. Furthermore,

this facility was upgraded to create an asymmetric induction heating field

in which an asymmetric specimen can be deformed in a steady state. No

machining at all is required for those specimens, as the wires through

which force is applied to the specimen are integrated in the specimen al-

ready during the casting process. In principle, as long as the preform does

not run out and does not crystallize, the steady state deformation process

can produce wires of arbitrary length.

The original feature of the physical vapor deposition study of Zr55Cu30Al10-

Ni5 on heat sensitive technologically interesting polymer substrates is

that some of the methods tried are already used in mass production with

other alloys. Being able to achieve good adhesion to these polymers allows

12



for a fast transition to mass production, when a suitable application need

for amorphous metal coatings on polymer substrates emerges.

13
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1. Introduction

1.1 Bulk amorphous metals

Man-made glass objects date back to 2000BCE or even to 3500BCE, de-

pending on the source [2, 3], for recovered and dated archeological find-

ings of oxide glass objects. When compared to the long history of oxide

glasses and even the more recent technologically important amorphous

semiconductors and organic polymers, metallic glasses are a relatively

new discovery, yet to enter the wider public awareness. Unlike in the

often transparent electrically insulating polymer and oxide glasses, the

interatomic bonding in metallic glasses is of the metallic type. There may

be some directionality of the interatomic potentials, reminiscent of cova-

lent bonding, and significant short-range order in the nearest neighbor

shells, but there is no long-range orientational order in the atomic struc-

ture. The density of free electrons is typical of that of crystalline metals,

with scattering lengths on the order of the interatomic distance, result-

ing in metallic luster and electrical conductivity comparable to stainless

steel. Also, unlike oxide glasses, metallic glasses can show plastic de-

formation in compression. In polymers, the use of glassy polymers is of-

ten restricted by their low modulus compared to crystallized polymers, as

a result, glassy polymers are often thought less strong than crystalline

ones. On the contrary in metals, glassy metals are found to be of higher

strength than crystalline ones because they possess much higher yield

strain and not much lower stiffness than crystalline metals. All these

glasses, however, solidify into precise shapes undisturbed by uneven crys-

talline growth shrinkage, and can be used in net-shape manufacturing

directly from the molten state. Since metallic glasses are much stronger

than polymer glasses and can be made much less brittle than silicate

glasses, they provide new possibilities in engineering and stir up scien-
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Figure 1.1. The difference between monocrystalline, polycrystalline, and amorphous
structure [7].

tific curiosity.

The distinctive feature of amorphous metals is the lack of long-range

order in the microstructure. This means that the positions of the neigh-

boring atoms can not be predicted in the way that is possible within a

crystalline structure, as schematically illustrated in figure 1.1. Figure 1.4

illustrates the necessary cooling rates for glass formation in pure met-

als, marginal glass forming metal alloys and in bulk metallic glasses.

Bulk metallic glasses are a new class of metal alloys that can be cast

with amorphous microstructure to a copper mold with diameters larger

than 1mm, often exceeding several centimeters as shown in figure 1.3.

This stability is achieved with suitable alloying (Inoue empirical alloying

rules) that produces short-range order without crystallinity as schemati-

cally illustrated in figure 1.2. BMG alloys (Bulk Metallic Glass, where the

glass refers to exceptionally high thermal stability when compared to tra-

ditional amorphous metallic alloys) offer many advantageous properties

directly from the mold without thermomechanical treatment when com-

pared with crystallized metals. These properties include: high strength,

as shown in figure 1.5, good wear resistance, good resistance against cor-

rosion and staining due to the lack of grain boundaries, accurate surface

finish with wanted surface roughness, isotropic properties that can be

scaled to nanometer range without grain size related problems, exception-

ally high elastic deformation, possibility to have plastic deformation be-

fore failure, superplastic deformation when heated above glass transition

temperature, and high tailorability of alloy properties for specific applica-

tions and functional properties such as soft and hard magnetic properties.

[4–6]

The difficulty in producing large glassy metal products has traditionally

been the need to achieve a very high quenching rate. This is no longer

the case. Several alloy groups have sufficient stability (meta-stability)

to enable casting diameters of more than 10mm thick in copper-mold
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Figure 1.2. Amorphous state stabilizing short-range structures detected in BMG alloys
[8].

Figure 1.3. Fully amorphous Pd-Cu-Ni-P BMG alloy [8].

casting, as shown in figure 1.3. The best alloys can be quench cast in

thickness of about 100mm [9]. The current problem obstructing large

scale BMG applications is the necessity of using high-purity materials

and high-purity manufacturing processes, which can make the end prod-

uct more expensive. Nevertheless, there are some promising exceptions

to this rule for some specific alloys. Also, and perhaps even more im-

portantly, compared to smaller parts, larger sized objects exhibit more

quasi-brittle behavior. When the smallest part dimension is smaller rel-

ative to the fracture process zone size, d, more ductile material behavior

is expected. In effect, when the smallest part dimension size is kept be-

low the fracture process zone size (d < 1mm), the detrimental effect of

shear banding on the macroscopical ductility is avoided [10]. Thus, to

accommodate the size limitations due to mechanical property and cost

considerations, the most promising application areas for metallic glasses

are those which require complex shapes, little material, and exceptional

mechanical integrity. Some examples of such applications are: small high-

strength parts for the electronics industry, coatings to create hybrid ma-

terials (such as a BMG coating on polymer substrate for visual and wear-

resistance applications) and use of very high surface quality from casting

for functional and visual applications. To evaluate the added value of
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Figure 1.4. A schematic TTT diagram for illustrating the differences between: a pure
metal, a marginal glass former, and a bulk metallic glass. The crystalline
phases, that need to be avoided for glass formation, and curves for TG have
been illustrated for the marginal glass-former and the bulk metallic glass.
Since pure metals crystallize on experimental liquid cooling rates, no crys-
tallization phase or TG is shown. For bulk metallic glasses, the influence of
casting atmosphere for low pressure metal mold die casting cooling rates is
also illustrated.

amorphous metals in these solutions, the material properties obtained in

research studies need to be evaluated and compared with alternative tech-

nologies. This information is then used to refine the plans for application-

oriented BMG research, focusing on issues that are important for the use

cases that are most likely to become viable practical applications.

Depending on the temperature, stress and strain-rate, different defor-

mation behavior is expected for metallic glasses [2, 6]. The strength val-

ues presented in figure 1.5 were obtained at room temperature. When the

test temperature is raised, or very slow deformation speeds are used, the

deformation becomes viscoplastic rather than elastoplastic. The deforma-

tion behavior of metallic glasses can be schematically illustrated over a

range of temperatures (T ) and shear stresses (τ ) with a deformation map,

such as the one shown in figure 1.6 [11]. The schematically illustrated

lines represent temperature dependence at constant shear strain rate (γ̇).

The shear stresses (τ ) have been divided by shear modulus (μ) and plotted

logarithmically, whereas the temperatures (T ) have been scaled to the liq-

uidus temperature (T�) resulting in a universal normalized deformation
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Figure 1.5. Strength to Young’s modulus comparison for a selection of BMG alloys, also
illustrated for comparison are ideal strength and crystalline alloy values [8].

map. At temperatures below (TG) metallic glass behaves like a solid, that

will experience homogeneous flow (creep) with low stresses and will un-

dergo inhomogeneous flow with high stresses. In the vicinity of TG the

deformation behavior exhibits relaxation phenomena and above TG the

metallic glass becomes purely viscous, and undergoes large deformations

with little applied force. Recently there has been some debate as to the

conditions under which metallic glasses exhibit inhomogeneous flow, be-

cause some indentation experiments showed the disappearance of flow

serrations both at high and at low strain rates [2, 12]. Further research

with non-indentation methods has started to elucidate the thermodynam-

ics of serrated flow [13], even if the precise relationship with shear band

initiation, propagation and arrest is not yet clear.
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Figure 1.6. Metallic glass deformation map, with the constant shear strain rates (γ̇)
drawn in as lines. Depending on the horizontal axis temperature (T ) on the
constant shear strain rates (γ̇), different vertical axis shear stresses (τ ) are
needed to maintain a steady state shear strain rate (γ̇) deformation. The
shear stresses (τ ) have been divided by shear modulus (μ), and the temper-
atures (T ) have been divided by the liquidus temperature (T�) to normalize
the values. The crystallization temperature (Tc) and the glass transformation
temperature (Tg) are marked on the temperature scale [11].
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1.2 Bulk amorphous metal applications

One of the most promising advantages of BMGs for practical applications

is that they can be conveniently formed into complex shapes, with excel-

lent surface finish and precise tolerances. Without cold working or heat

treatment, the very impressive mechanical properties shown in figure 1.5

are achieved: purely elastic deformation up to a yield strain of typically

2%, resulting in tensile strength from 1500MPa to 5500MPa, with Young’s

modulus from 70GPa to 275GPa, depending on alloy composition. As dis-

cussed in section 1.1, at temperatures below TG, metallic glass behaves

like a solid that will experience inhomogeneous flow with high stress.

In the inhomogeneous flow region, a monolithic metallic glass specimen

typically deforms by shearing on a one major shear band, that extends

across the width of the specimen, as is schematically illustrated on the

top of figure 1.6 for tensile stress. This shear banding problem limits

the macroscopic ductility of most of the known monolithic metallic glass

compositions. In the more constrained modes of loading, like bending or

compression, the amount of forming shear bands increases as the charac-

teristic metallic glass specimen dimension decreases [14]. This leads to

macroscopically more plastic behavior in smaller specimens, such as the

bent beam in figure 1.7, than is seen in their larger counterparts. The

relationship between shear band density and characteristic metallic glass

specimen dimension is illustrated in figure 1.8.

Figure 1.7. Electron micrograph of bent metallic glass beam, showing multiple shear
bands. An example of increased macroscopic ductility from decreased char-
acteristic dimension, i.e. thickness of the bent ribbon [14].

For a more precise rule on when macroscopically quasi-brittle behavior

is unlikely, the concept of fracture process zone size d discussed in chapter

1.1 is revisited in more detail.
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Figure 1.8. Average shear band spacing as a function of characteristic specimen di-
mensions for a variety of metallic glasses (and some derivate composites)
deformed in constrained modes of loading [6].

d =
K2

C

πσ2
yield

, (1.1)

where KC is the fracture toughness, σyield stress. When the KC is known

for a metallic glass alloy, then the process zone size can be known and

used as an application design guideline. Besides the mechanical proper-

ties, also the economical considerations need to be taken into account for

evaluating potential bulk metallic glass applications. The potential appli-

cations for BMG alloys can be estimated by comparing the specific price

33$/kg [15] with material costs in figure 1.9, which confirms the com-

monly held view that currently the most potential BMG applications can

be found from small niche parts, where the required material amounts

are small and some of the BMG special properties are needed. In the

following subchapters of this Introduction, several application examples

are presented. Most of these application examples presented in chapters

1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 keep the smallest part dimension below the

fracture process zone size (d < 1mm) and also use small amounts of BMG

material.

1.2.1 Mechanical applications for bulk amorphous metals

Because all the shrinkage from the molten state of a BMG alloy to the

room temperature is due to thermal expansion and not to crystallization,

the shrinkage is very evenly distributed. Also, if a pressure is applied on

the cooling glass before TG is reached, additional net-shape-forming pre-

cision can be achieved from the viscous flow forming of the cooling spec-

imen against the mold surface. Examples of BMG net forming precision
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Figure 1.9. Potential BMG applications, based on 33 USD/kg materials cost [16]. The 33
USD/kg materials cost is illustrated as a drawn horizontal line.

are shown in figures 1.10 and 1.11. The motor in figure 1.10 is an example

of the BMG alloys’ potential for miniaturization that is not feasible with

polycrystalline metals, where the uneven properties in near grain size

components drastically limit the achievable mechanical properties. The

high performance but still difficult to manufacture motor is planned for

medical instruments, such as endoscopes, where small size components

with high performance make large difference in performance. The com-

peting crystalline gear size is limited to diameter 2.4mm [4, 8].
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Figure 1.10. The world’s smallest planetary gear is made of BMG alloy: a) schemat-
ically illustrated planetary gear structure, b) constructed 0.9mm motor–
planetary gear combination shown here together with the previous record
holder 1.5mm BMG geared motor [8].

Figure 1.11. High-accuracy Zr-Al-Ni-Cu BMG-mirrors produced by superplastic forming
between glass transition temperature (TG) and crystallization temperature
(TX) [17].
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1.2.2 Coating applications for bulk amorphous metals

The general topic of coating of crystalline substrates with amorphous, or

partially amorphous coating with various means for improving wear resis-

tance has a very large range of different techniques well outside the scope

of this work. Amorphous coatings, and metallic glasses have been sought

for wear resistance because of their large hardness, but the differences of

plastic flow between crystalline materials and amorphous materials sig-

nificantly complicate the efforts to extract any simple answers. Hardness

can predict wear resistance within a given class of amorphous alloy. How-

ever, the relative wear resistances of different alloy classes can be affected

not only by hardness but also by oxidative processes and changes of wear

regime. Studies done indicate that amorphous alloys can have very good

resistance to sliding and abrasive wear [18].

Although, the primary motivation for the coating use of BMG alloys is

usually to improve corrosion resistance and the wear properties of the

substrate [18, 19], recent results have shown that it is also possible to

improve fatigue endurance and improve surface quality by BMG coating

of crystalline metals as shown in figure 1.12 [20]. The results in figures

1.12 and 1.13 show how a very thin magnetron sputtered BMG coating

can be used to improve fatigue endurance of crystalline metals. Part of the

improvement is thought to come from the reduction of surface roughness,

as shown in figure 1.13. The large elastic deformation capability of the

BMG coating is thought to resist the fatigue-crack formation as shown

in figure 1.14. The coating elongates elastically nearly to 2%, while at

the same time showing good adhesion to the substrate and reducing the

surface roughness as shown in figures 1.13 and 1.14.

Magnetron sputtering is a low temperature, low yield coating method,

which enables the use of low process temperatures and very high sur-

face quality finishes [21]. Compared to other coating methods, magnetron

sputtering can be performed at room temperature when sufficient adhe-

sion can be ensured. In amorphous microstructure there are practically

no natural limits to achievable surface quality such as grains and grain

boundaries. In practice the best achieved machining accuracy with cur-

rent equipment is about 11nm with Focused Ion Beam (FIB) as shown

in figure 1.15 [22]. These properties can be used to produce very accu-

rate surface patterns with optical or hydrophobic properties. One exam-

ple that is considered is the production of the micro-lens arrays [23] used
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Figure 1.12. Increasing the fatigue endurance of Ni-based crystalline alloy with 200nm
thick magnetron sputtered BMG coating [20].

in 3D image recording digital cameras [24]. These can be produced by hot

embossing them accurately with a BMG mold on a PMMA polymer sub-

strate, which is later coated to be reflective by magnetron sputtering [23].

It is known that BMG alloys can be used to produce very accurate optical

components, like the high-accuracy mirror in figure 1.11 [17].

Little has been published about the visual properties such as colors that

can be produced with BMG alloys. Polymers can also be coated with BMG

alloys when sufficient adhesion is achieved (thesis Paper I). Furthermore,

BMG alloys can be coated with diamond-like carbon (DLC) with enough

adhesion to withstand wear tests [19]. Thus, it is possible to manufacture

with very high resolution surface patterns into BMG alloy for optical ap-

plications and optionally protect these from wear with a DLC coating. In

addition to enhancing the surface of polymer parts, it is also possible to

stiffen small polymer parts with BMG coating enabling the use of thinner

parts. This also requires sufficient adhesion between the substrate and

the coating, which can be best achieved with ion-bombardment during

the deposition. The practical thicknesses possible with physical vapor de-

position (PVD) methods such as magnetron sputtering are limited by the

heating of the substrate and the amount of time that the deposition takes.

In practice this means the method is practical only for (MEMS/NEMS)

parts or requires good substrate cooling.
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Figure 1.13. Reducing the surface roughness with a BMG alloy coating. a) Stainless
steel surface quality before coating. b) Stainless steel surface quality after
BMG coating. c) Ni-based crystalline alloy surface quality before coating. d)
Ni-based crystalline alloy surface quality after BMG coating [21].

Figure 1.14. The hypothetical mechanism of crystalline metal fatigue endurance im-
provement, proposed by Liu et al., showing fatigue-crack initiation (typ-
ically due to dislocation pileups and surface offsets) suppressed by the
unique elastic deformation of glass-forming films [20].
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1.2.3 3D MEMS/NEMS applications for bulk amorphous metals

There is a lot of research aimed at nanotechnology research, i.e. the pro-

duction of controlled structures under the 100nm size limit. The proper-

ties of crystalline materials are severely affected when the feature size

approaches the crystal size. The mechanisms that provide ductility (and

uniformity of properties more generally) in polycrystalline materials stop

working, and grain boundaries become a weak link in the structure, severely

limiting the reliability of the part. Also the part performance varies too

much from one produced part to the next depending on the crystal ori-

entation and location of grain boundaries in crystalline metals. As was

discussed in chapter 1.1, the distinctive feature of amorphous metals is

the lack of long-range order in the microstructure, i.e. the isotropic prop-

erties can be scaled to nanometer range without the problems associated

with miniaturizing polycrystalline materials. Since BMG-materials sim-

ply lack this problem they can be miniaturized from their maximum crit-

ical casting diameter all the way to tens of nanometers. As was discussed

in chapter 1.2, the smaller size improves the ductility of BMG materials,

because stress localization becomes less severe due to decreasing shear

band spacing, as shown in figure 1.8 [14]. This makes BMG-materials

attractive for joinable, high-strength, elastic, superplastically deformable

and thermally stable complex shaped structures in the under 100nm re-

gion as shown in figure 1.15. The alloy used in figure 1.15 has a 30mm

critical casting radius, which means that the same alloy can be used for

components at least in the range from 17nm to 30mm [25].

In figures 1.16, 1.17 and 1.18 there is an example of the use of BMG alloy

in a magnetron sputtered thin film for 3D-MEMS device manufacture. In

the example the 3D shape can be achieved in two alternate methods:

1. By heating the spring first to between the glass transition tempera-

ture (TG) and crystallization temperature (TX) and then viscous flow de-

forming it by drawing it to the desired zero force length. In other words,

the length of the spring when no force is acting on it is changed by de-

forming it in the supercooled liquid region.

2. By elastically deforming the spring to the desired zero force length

and then heating it between TG- and TX-temperatures to relax elastic

stresses leaving the spring in the elongated form after external stresses

are removed.

The relatively large size of the actuator is thought to be a result of the
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Figure 1.15. The benefit of stable amorphous structure in thin film focused ion beam
(FIB) machining. a) Low microstructural stability, i.e., crystallization of the
deposited platinum limits the achievable FIB machining accuracy in crys-
talline metals. The effect of crystallization in limiting the FIB machining
accuracy of deposited platinum. b) BMG stability against crystallization al-
lows very accurate FIB machining of the deposited metal (’Pikachoo’) (SEM).
c) FIB patterning test on BMG. d) Tohoku Institute for Materials Research
(IMR) logo FIB machined on deposited BMG. e) FIB machined IMR subunit
Laboratory of Advanced Materials (LAM) logo on BMG as seen with atomic
force microscopy (AFM). f) Magnification of the LAM logo showing 17nm
line width [22].
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Figure 1.16. Manufacturing of a 3D-actuator by using the viscous flow formability of a
BMG alloy. The finished actuator uses the high elastic limit of the BMG
alloy to ensure durability in use [26].

Figure 1.17. The elastic deformation and subsequent heat treatment plastically viscous
flow deforms the spring from a plane to the 3D elongated form [26].
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Figure 1.18. The results of an actuator test run [26].

available equipment and the amount of resources. There is a lot of re-

sources directed at the study of the macroscopic properties of BMG alloys.

The presented actuator case is a well suited method for directly integrat-

ing BMGs to the microchip. For stand-alone MEMS part production, the

hot-scraping technique, schematically illustrated in figure 1.19 is seen as

particularly efficient method [27].

Figure 1.19. A schematic illustration of the hot-scraping method for producing stand-
alone MEMS structures, and example hot-scrapped metallic glass gears
[27].
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1.2.4 Challenges and recent advances

The work for developing bulk metallic glasses into a more commonly eco-

nomically competitive material can, and needs to happen on multiple

fronts. The ongoing work is presented below as an itemized list of chal-

lenges faced by the bulk metallic glass use, and the state-of-the-art re-

sponse at the time of writing this thesis.

• Problem: The lack of ductility due to high strain localization into domi-

nant shear bands in most BMG alloys.

– At least three monolithic BMG compositions have been found where

multiple shear bands lead to significant ductility and excellent tough-

ness: Pd79Ag3.5P6Si9.5Ge2 [28], Pt57.5Cu14.7Ni5.3P22.5 [29], and Pd81Si19

[30]. Some monolithic metallic glasses also show tensile ductility at

room temperature [28, 31, 32].

– Promising mechanical properties can be achieved with phase sepa-

rated glass-glass composites [33].

– Extrinsic toughening mechanisms in glass-crystal composites, formed

in situ by partial crystallisation of bulk metallic glasses [34–36], can

give rise to ductility and apparent strain hardening [37, 38]. Ultra-

high fracture toughness can be achieved with BMG composite alloys

(G1C ∼ 1000kJ m−2) [39].

– Using one small dimension to counter the small fracture process zone

size (d) in BMG alloys. Thin BMG specimens can be bent repeatedly

180◦ without fracture [14]. The same principle is used in BMG foams

[40].
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• Problem: Manufacturing defects decrease fatigue strength.

– Tilt casting has been shown to produce exceptionally good fatigue

strengths at least for Zr-based alloys. Also the use of water-cooled

metal crucibles in tilt casting avoids melt contamination [41, 42].

– Clamp casting has shown some promising mechanical properties [43].

– Casting with water quenching has shown good fatigue strength poten-

tial, because the molten alloy has a lot of time to properly fill the mold,

thus avoiding casting defects.

• Problem: The dependence of the mechanical properties on the degree of

relaxation of the amorphous structure.

– The amount of structural relaxation varies in amorphous alloys, de-

pending on their thermal history and composition. However, the re-

laxation behavior can be controlled to some degree with with suitable

alloying. For example, in Zr-based alloys the detrimental relaxation

can be reduced with Pd-alloying, which increases the fatigue strength

of the produced specimens [42].

• Problem: The required high quenching rates, and often high-purity re-

quirement in most amorphous alloys severely limit manufacturing sizes

or the number of possible alloys and increase the costs of manufacturing.

– One of the smallest known critical cooling rates in amorphous alloys is

0.01K s−1 in Pd-Ni-Cu-P alloys [4]. A 100mm critical casting diameter

has been achieved in nominal composition Pd40Cu30Ni10P20 alloy [9].

– In addition to the Pd-based alloys, Zr-based alloys also have critical

casting diameters that exceed 30mm. For example, the nominal com-

position alloy Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 has a critical casting diameter of 30mm

[25].
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– The BMG alloys with critical casting diameter of more than 10mm

have been known the longest in the La-, Mg-, Zr- and Pd-alloy groups

[44]. Recently (2004–2006) this limit has been exceeded also in Fe-,

Co-, Ni- and Cu-alloy groups [45].

– Spark plasma sintering from atomized BMG alloy powder can be used

to produce larger than critical casting diameter BMG specimens. The

size is limited by the size of the sintering machine [46].

– Some BMG alloys can be cast in air atmosphere: select steel [47],

Misch metal alloys [48] and noble metal alloys.

– Some Pt-based BMG alloys can be superplastically compressed into

seamless specimens from amorphous precursor granules by applying

pressure between TG and TX [49] temperatures (’thixoforming / thixo-

casting’)

– Many BMG alloys can be superplastically formed in air atmosphere

[50].

– The low TG alloys enable viscous flow forming at exceptionally low

temperature of 90 ◦C. The forming has been demonstrated in hot water

[51].

– Spark plasma sintering from atomized BMG alloy powder to produce

BMG specimens with complex shapes, and with larger sizes than criti-

cal casting diameter would allow in casting, however this compromises

on the achievable net-forming precision available in BMG casting [46].

– Magnetron sputtering with BMG alloy has been shown to work with

at least three BMG alloys on silicon, crystalline metals and polymer

substrates [22, 26, 52].

– The new inexpensive Fe- and Cu-based BMG alloys.

– Some Ni-, Fe-, and Pd-based BMG alloys can be de-oxidized with B2O3-

fluxing and cast with water quenching [53] in temporary molds (quartz).
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– Recycling the raw material, and reducing impurities, like oxygen with

salt bath electrolysis can significantly lower the costs of BMG part pro-

duction, even in Zr- and Ti- containing alloys. Also the starting mate-

rials used may be less expensive due to the lower purity requirements

required with salt bath electrolysis [54].
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2. Methods frequently used to study the
properties of bulk amorphous metals

Presenting all the methods used to study bulk amorphous metals is out-

side the scope of this thesis. However, certain methods that are used in

the thesis papers I–V, are routinely used in metallic glass research liter-

ature. It is the purpose of this chapter to provide a short primer to these

use of the methods in metallic glass research.

2.1 X-ray diffraction of amorphous metals

The X-ray diffraction measurement is an often used method for studying

sample microstructure. Bragg’s law describes the connection between mi-

crostructure and the produced diffraction pattern. Bragg’s law states that

nλ = 2d′ sin(θ), where the positive integer n is the order of diffraction, d′ is

the lattice constant, λ is the wave length and the θ is the angle of the in-

coming beam. These variables and the diffraction of a crystalline material

are schematically illustrated in figure 2.1.

The long range periodic spacing of atoms in crystalline materials pro-

duces a set of X-ray diffraction peaks, which are usually easy to distin-

guish from the background noise. An example of X-ray diffraction peaks

from silicon powder can be seen in figure 2.2. The lack of long-range order

in amorphous materials produces no high intensity peaks in X-ray diffrac-

tion, only broad maxima can be seen in the diffraction pattern. The dis-

played maximum or two represent common atomic spacing in the amor-

phous material. An example of common oxide glass SiO2 X-ray diffrac-

tion pattern is shown in figure 2.3. Examples of nominal composition

Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (at.%) X-ray diffraction patterns from amorphous coat-

ing made with physical vapor deposition, copper mold cast metallic glass

bar and a partially crystallized arc-melting ingot are shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.1. The variables for Bragg’s law and a schematic illustration of the X-ray
diffraction process [55].
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Figure 2.2. A typical crystalline X-ray diffraction pattern from silicon powder showing
well-defined intensity peaks.

2.2 Calorimetry of amorphous metals

Calorimetric measurements provide information about the transition pro-

cesses occurring in the microstructure of the material. In first order tran-

sitions, like melting and crystallization, the transition is marked by a

usually easily observed heat of transformation. In second order transi-

tions, such as the glass transition, the heat capacity of the alloy changes,

without heat of transformation, although there may be a purely kinetic

heat of relaxation effect which complicates the precise calorimetric deter-

mination of the transition temperature.

The glass transition is of particular interest in the study of bulk metal-

lic glasses. During the undercooling of a glass-forming alloy melt, the

viscosity of the melt increases rapidly. If the viscosity of the undercooled

melt reaches a value of ∼ 1× 1012 Pa s, giving a typical shear modulus

of ∼ 10× 109 Pa, the timescale for mechanical relaxation of deviations
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Figure 2.3. An example of amorphous X-ray diffraction pattern from silicate glass shows
only low a broad intensity maxima with no crystalline peaks.

Figure 2.4. X-ray diffraction (Co Kα) patterns of deposited coating(top), cast bulk sample
(middle) and arc-melted ingot (bottom) (thesis Paper I).

from the (metastable) thermodynamic equilibrium liquid configuration

becomes comparable to the laboratory timescale, and the liquid freezes

to a glass [56]. Thus, the glassy state is a non-ergodic state, with a liquid-

like configuration that is not able, within the experimentally available

time, to reach the equilibrated configuration at that temperature. The

reason for the higher heat capacity of the liquid compared to the glass

can be rationalized to result from the additional degrees of freedom as-

sociated with configurational changes that do happen above TG, but not

below it. The energy partitioned into these additional degrees of freedom,

compounded with the rate at which these degrees of freedom become ac-

cessible with increasing temperature, manifests itself as an excess heat

capacity over the isoconfigurational heat capacity measured below TG.

The calorimetry of amorphous metals is used to determine the glass

transition TG and crystallization TX temperatures of a glass-forming amor-

phous alloy. If the alloy was cooled fast enough, the TG can be measured.

The presence of TG is a sign of the existence of an amorphous phase in
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the sample. When a relatively stable composite structure of crystalline

inclusions in an amorphous matrix is tested with differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC) [57], the amount of crystallinity can be measured as

the (Hc/Ha) ∗ 100%, where Hc and Ha are the crystallization heats of the

composite and fully amorphous phases, respectively.

The TG- and TX-temperatures provide information about the microstruc-

ture and the thermal stability of an amorphous alloy. If crystallization

happens at a higher temperature than glass transition, the alloy may be

processed with thermoplastic forming between the two temperatures. The

DSC measurement shown in figure 2.5 shows a temperature region suit-

able for thermoplastic forming (thesis Paper V).
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Figure 2.5. An example of glassy metal glass transition and crystallization in heat-
ing. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) measurement of the drawn wire
with glass transition TG and crystallization temperatures TX, 668.6K and
748.6K, respectively (thesis Paper V).

2.3 Mechanical testing

As was discussed in chapters 1.1, 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, the macroscopic me-

chanical response of metallic glass depends on the applied strain rate,

temperature, the size of the specimen and the mode of loading. Although

some metallic glasses show tensile ductility at room temperature [28,

31, 32], more usually the localization of strain into narrow shear bands

severely limits macroscopic tensile ductility in monolithic metallic glass

specimens. However, in more constrained modes of loading, such as com-

pression, bending and indentation, some plasticity can often be observed.

Therefore, as often done in the metallic glass literature, thesis papers I–V

use some of these more constrained loading mode methods to measure the

mechanical response of Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 specimens prepared by different
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methods.

2.3.1 Compression test

The compression tests of metallic glasses, reported in (thesis Paper I),

were carried out with the setup shown in figure 2.6. The tungsten carbide

blocks serve to protect the compression testing fixture, since the metallic

glass specimens have high enough yield strength to damage the hard-

ened steel compression test grips. The strain-gage is used to measure

the deformation in the elastic region and sometimes also successfully in

the plastic deformation region. Often the strain-gage loses adhesion to

the sample, when the specimen starts to deform along a dominant shear-

band, especially when large localized plastic deformation is observed. In

these cases the strain measurement in the plastic deformation part of

the stress-strain curve falls back on cross-head displacement data. The

curve shown in figure 2.7 shows typical stress-strain test behavior for a

Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 metallic glass sample. The loading curve exhibits es-

sentially a linear increase until the elastic limit σy is reached. After the

elastic limit is reached, the primary shear band forms and the sample

begins to deform in an almost perfectly plastic manner, involving a very

small volume of material in the shear band. Even though the strain in the

shear band is very large, the amount of macroscopic plasticity remains

very low because only a small volume of the material deforms plastically.

Depending on the load frame compliance of the compression testing rig,

a number of flow serrations may be observed in the stress-strain curve

of the deforming metallic glass [13, 58, 59]. In figure 2.7, at least three

such serrations can be observed. Eventually the shear band propagates

catastrophically and the specimen fractures. An example of a fractured

nominal composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 specimen with one dominant shear

band is shown in figure 2.8.

In compression testing, any spurious misalignment in the compression

fixture or between the sample top and bottom planes can cause devia-

tions from the uniaxial stress-strain curve, which could be misinterpreted

as increased ductility. To get reliable results, extra attention is paid to

grinding the specimen ends parallel to each other and perpendicular to

the specimen axis, using a dedicated grinding fixture shown in figure 2.9.

Also a dry Al2O3 spray is used to lubricate the contact surfaces between

the specimen and the tungsten carbide blocks. These measures still leave
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at least one major source of variability in the results, namely the amount

of structural relaxation the specimen has experienced during its thermal

history. For example specimens from the bottom of a low-pressure die

casting bar mold are often cooled faster than the specimens nearer the

top of the mold. To remove those effects, a suitable heat treatment was

carried out in glass vials under high vacuum pumped high-purity Ar at-

mosphere, shown in figure 2.10. Detailed investigation of the effects of dif-

ferent heat treatments on the deformation behavior are beyond the scope

of this work.

Figure 2.6. The set-up used for uniaxial compression testing. The compression fixture
in a universal testing machine is protected from wear by using tungsten car-
bide blocks on the ends of the cylindrical test specimen. The deformation is
measured with a strain gauge glued onto the specimen (thesis Paper I).
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Figure 2.7. An example of a typical stress-strain compression curve for nominal compo-
sition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 specimen. The behavior is linear elastic initially, until
the yield limit where the specimen starts to deform locally in a perfectly plas-
tic fashion, deformation being concentrated to one dominant shear band.
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Figure 2.8. An example of a typical fractured nominal composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 test
specimen. Two shear bands can be seen, but often only one dominant shear
band forms.

Figure 2.9. The fixture for ensuring parallel ends for a compression sample. The sample
is positioned in the white holder on the left of the figure, which is fastened in
the cylinder opening at the end of the arm which moves on a linear bearing
for grinding.

Figure 2.10. A sample after heat-treatment to achieve a reproducible relaxation state.
An acetylene torch was used to seal the sample in a fused quartz vial under
inert atmosphere (thesis Paper I).
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2.3.2 Instrumented indentation

Depth-sensing indentation, also known as instrumented indentation or as

NanoIndentation [60], differs from traditional hardness measurements by

recording the load-displacement behavior during the test instead of exam-

ining the size of the indentation after the test has been completed. Once

the indenter tip is characterized by measuring the indentation of a refer-

ence material (a fused quartz plate), studying the size and shape of the

indentation made is not necessary for each specimen to get results in this

method, and the load-displacement curve yields additional information.

Figure 2.11. A schematic illustration of load versus indenter displacement in indenta-
tion experiment. The peak indentation load is Pmax, the indenter displace-
ment at peak load hmax, the final depth of the contact impression after un-
loading hf and initial stiffness S [60].

The indentation modulus (I) is measured directly from the tangent at

initial unloading, illustrated in figure 2.11. If a value for the material’s

Poisson ratio (ν) is known or assumed, Young’s modulus can be calculated

from the measured indentation modulus as

E = I(1− ν2). (2.1)

The peak indentation load (Pmax) and the projected indenter contact area

(A) are used to calculate the hardness [60]

H =
Pmax

A
. (2.2)

Instrumented indentation provides more information than just hard-

ness. The thermal history, i.e. the state of structural relaxation of an

amorphous metal can be qualitatively estimated with instrumented in-

dentation Young’s modulus measurements. Also, since it is not necessary
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to see the indentation marks with microscopy, smaller indentations can

be used, which in turn enables measurement from smaller samples, such

as thin films. The rule of thumb here is that the indentation thickness

should be less than 1/10 of the layer thickness.

The amount of research effort needed to determine Young’s modulus

from compression tests is much larger than with the relatively fast in-

strumented indentation measurements. Also, in instrumented indenta-

tion, the main test preparation needed is a smooth enough surface on the

test specimen and some knowledge of the thickness of the measured ma-

terial layer. Instrumented indentation is frequently used in the study of

amorphous metals. Examples of use in this thesis include the measure-

ment of mechanical properties from a deposited coatings (thesis Paper I),

the measurement of hardness profiles (thesis Paper II) and the measure-

ment of mechanical properties from a cross-section of thermoplastically

drawn amorphous wire, shown in figure 2.12 (thesis Paper III).

Figure 2.12. An example of the use of instrumented indentation to measure mechanical
properties from a nominal composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 viscous flow- formed
metallic glass wire cross-section. The sample wires were first embedded in
an epoxy button. The button was subsequently polished to 1μm diamond
paste finish to minimize any surface roughness effects on the results. The
actual indentation measurements took less than an hour to accomplish (the-
sis Paper III).
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3. Production facilities for alloying a
glass-forming alloy and casting it
without crystallization

Bulk metallic glasses (BMG) are alloys that can be solidified with copper

mold casting into a diameter larger than 1mm without detectable crys-

tallization. Amorphous metals can be manufactured with an extremely

wide range of techniques [18, 61, 62]. Metallic glasses are also amorphous

metals, usually with very similar properties as found in similar composi-

tion non-glassy amorphous metals. However, strictly speaking metallic

glasses only result from a sufficiently fast cooling of a glass-forming alloy

melt through its glass transition temperature without crystallization. For

example, to make a magnetron-sputtered amorphous BMG alloy coating

into metallic glass, it needs to be reheated above its glass transition tem-

perature and re-cooled fast enough through its glass transition tempera-

ture without crystallization. Similarly, mechanical alloying can be used

to produce metallic glasses from elemental particles, and once compacted

above TG, a metallic glass can result [61]. However, because the proper-

ties of the same composition amorphous metals and metallic glasses are

very similar, the terms are often interchanged in literature.

A general trend in all amorphous metal manufacture is, as coined by

Turnbull, the need to first ’energize’ the material away from crystalline

equilibrium conditions and then ’quench’ it fast enough to retain the non-

equilibrium structure [62]. Amorphous metal layers can be produced for

example by ion deposition stainless steel with B+, where at the layer end

composition approaches the marginal glass forming composition Fe81B19

[18]. Thin amorphous coatings can also be made with other physical va-

por deposition methods, which are discussed in greater detail in chapter

5. Sometimes the glass forming composition is even achieved from diffu-

sion at the interphase of two different materials [61]. A very limited set

of amorphous alloys can be deposited electrochemically. However, ever

since the advent of bulk glass forming alloys, the ’energized’ state has
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been metastable enough for bulk glass formation with the cooling rates

found in metal mold casting. Often, depending on the actual alloy, the

most straightforward method for producing large quantities of amorphous

metal with wide range of compositions is to physically melt the elements

with induction heating or by arc-melting. This melt can then be vitrified,

i.e. made glassy by casting it into a metal mold. The casting must fulfill

two distinct conflicting requirements, firstly to provide the wanted shape

and vitrify the melt by cooling it fast enough. Another useful way of shap-

ing metallic glass specimens, is to shape them in their viscous flow region,

i.e. between TG and TX temperatures. These methods will be covered in

more detail in chapter 4.

Because both the ease of manufacturing and the mechanical proper-

ties of the produced amorphous metal specimens are dependent on the

manufacturing methods and facilities used, the study and development

of these facilities is an important part of advancing metallic glass and

amorphous metal usability in applications. In this chapter, the different

facilities for the bulk metallic glass manufacturing are studied based on

literature, interviews, facility design, facility construction and finally fa-

cility evaluation using the atomic percentage nominal composition alloy

Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5.

3.1 High-purity induction melting and casting

The first tested BMG manufacturing method was the combination of in-

duction melting alloying on a water-cooled copper crucible and induction

melting casting in a quartz crucible. With induction, the melting can

be done in vacuum or with inert gas environment. This experimental

research work was published as a Master’s thesis study of copper-based

BMG alloys in Outokumpu PoriCopper in 2004–2005 [63]. The study in-

cluded the trial of alloy preparation with existing equipment and the con-

struction of capable equipment and testing of this equipment, as shown

in figures 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4. The melting apparatus in figure 3.1 for glass-

forming alloy alloying can be seen as a research scale version of a larger

scale skull casting furnace illustrated in figure 3.2. Instead of having mul-

tiple water-cooled copper segments, as are needed for larger ingots in the

5kg to 50kg range, only one "copper claw" is used.

The construction of a high vacuum water-cooled copper crucible induc-
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tion melter and a high vacuum quartz crucible induction casting furnace

provided the possibility to study the high process purity manufacturing

and high-purity raw material requirements of the current BMG alloy ma-

jority.

Figure 3.1. Induction melting on a water-cooled copper crucible in a high vacuum [63].

Figure 3.2. Cold copper crucible (skull-casting). Individual water-cooled copper crucible
elements permit induction currents to melt the alloying elements inside the
crucible. Process usually takes place inside a high vacuum chamber [64].

The equipment built was found to be labor intensive to use, because of

the need to repeatedly break the vacuum during the alloying. This was

necessary because there was no outside manipulator in the furnace and

during the first melting all the ingredients did not always form a single

ingot without manipulation as can be seen from figure 3.1. Also the break-

ing of the vacuum was necessary to flip the ingot to ensure homogeneous

mixing of the alloying ingredients. Also the expensive quartz crucibles

could only be used once. Often the quartz crucible softens and the re-

quired gas pressure is lost resulting in partial fill of the mold as shown

in figure 3.4. The built equipment was found to be able to produce BMG

castings, but it was found to be impractical for BMG part manufactur-

ing. More specifically, the opening and closing of the alloying induction

melter required a lot of care not to drop any of the alloying elements of

the through, when the chamber was closed by rotating an end cap against

the quartz tube. The melting of metal in a vacuum atmosphere risked

coating the inside of the quartz crucible with evaporated metal, however
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Figure 3.3. Induction melting of a BMG alloy in a quartz crucible in a high vacuum [63].

Figure 3.4. Cast BMG alloy with the used partially broken quartz crucible and the used
copper mold [63].

since there was no shut of valve in the pumping system, regular disas-

sembly of the system was required to re-use transparent portions of the

quartz chamber. Despite its shortcomings, the alloying melting furnace

was in much better working condition after repeated use than the casting

furnace. The biggest shortcoming of the casting furnace was its ad-hoc

epoxy sealing of the induction coil high-vacuum feedthrough, which re-

quired constant maintenance.
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3.2 High-purity induction levitation melting and casting

A variation of cold copper crucible induction melting is to use the pro-

duced Lorenz force for melt levitation [65–68]. The process parameters

and coil shape need to be carefully selected to avoid the melt leaking from

the center axis of the coil. This method has the advantage when com-

pared to cold copper crucible induction melting, that no crucible contact

takes place. Usually the levitated melts are below 100 g [65–68], but much

larger melts can be processed with partial levitation, i.e. using magnetic

levitation only to keep the sides of the melt away from the container walls

and allowing the coldest spot of the melt take support from a water-cooled

copper crucible. In the partial levitation cases the melting takes place in

a similar cold copper crucible as that shown in figure 3.2.

For alloying metallic glass alloys the added benefits of partial levitation

as compared to skull casting are unclear, but as with skull casting, rela-

tively large batches of about 5kg to 50kg glass forming alloy can be pro-

duced. Usually there is no attempt to cast this alloy directly fast enough

for glass formation, instead a separate casting furnace is used.

For metallic glass induction levitation casting a mold can be placed be-

low the coil, and the casting can be performed by cutting the power to

the induction coil, after the desired casting temperature is reached. This

mold geometry can also include suction casting, if the process is done in

an inert atmosphere instead of vacuum.

Figure 3.5. A typical axisymmetric levitation device [65].
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3.3 High-purity arc melting and low pressure induction die casting

The second studied BMG manufacturing method was the combination of

high vacuum purity arc melting and high vacuum induction casting. The

possibility to study the method came with a one year visit to Tohoku Uni-

versity in Professor Inoue’s group. The alloying is done by arc melting

with the furnace shown in figure 3.8. The principle and the construction

of the furnace are similar to those shown in figure 3.6 and more clearly,

with less detail in figure 3.7.

On top of the furnace is a handle that is used to move the tungsten elec-

trode inside the vacuum chamber above the water-cooled copper crucible

shown in figure 3.9. The possibility to move the electrode makes it pos-

sible to direct the heating in X, Y and Z axes very accurately, making it

possible to melt several ingots without breaking the vacuum. For exam-

ple, in the furnace shown in figures 3.8 and 3.9 five ingots can be prepared

with one pumping. The center trough is reserved for the titanium getter,

which is always melted first to remove any leaked oxygen from the re-

duced pressure high-purity argon atmosphere. The arc is lit first on the

titanium and then after sufficient gettering moved to melt the ingots. Af-

ter melting, the ingots are flipped to ensure that the undersides of the

ingots are also sufficiently melted.

Flipping, i.e., turning the ingot upside down between melting runs is

done to ensure even composition. Usually the ingots need to be melted

five times and flipped four times before even composition is achieved. The

ingot can be flipped with the electrode tip or more comfortably with both

the electrode tip and a separate high vacuum manipulator without break-

ing the vacuum. The high vacuum manipulator has been removed from

the furnace shown in figure 3.8 to improve the vacuum.

After arc melting an ingot such as the one shown in figure 3.10 is pro-

duced. This ingot is broken into several pieces for one or more casts.

The quartz crucible used was a cylindrical 10mm diameter tube with a

V-shaped tip [43]. The bottom orifice size was prepared by grinding the

initially closed crucible tip until orifice of desired size was reached. The

orifice size was selected based on the mold used.

After the crucible was ready, pieces of the prepared ingot were placed in-

side it and the crucible was carefully positioned inside the furnace shown

in figure 3.11 to correctly align it with the mold orifice when the piston

on top of the furnace was down, i.e., in casting position. The motion of
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Figure 3.6. Laboratory arc melter. The arc melting works by making sure that the
amount of heat brought in by the arc plasma is sufficient to melt the ingot
metal (placed on M, not shown) on top of the hearth but at the same time in-
sufficient to raise the temperature of the hearth itself too much. The hearth
is kept cool with the high thermal conductivity of its material, usually cop-
per and by water-cooling. Also, it is good practice to minimize the thermal
conductivity between the molten metal and the hearth by using high surface
tension melt–hearth material combinations. As a result, the melting point
of the hearth material can be exceeded in the ingot material melt with only
the ingot materials melting and not sticking to the cold copper crucible. The
technical difficulties lay in the detail that this process is done inside a high
vacuum chamber. O’ marks the rubber O-ring, which allows vertical motion
and rotation about the point V of the tungsten-tipped electrode W inside the
chamber above the water-cooled copper crucible M [69].
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Figure 3.7. A laboratory arc melter with a vibrating crucible. The basic principle is same
as in figure 21, but the rotation of the electrode is done by the deformation of
a rubber diaphragm and only the linear motion requires the use of a sliding
O-ring seal [70].

Figure 3.8. Water-cooled copper crucible arc melter used for alloying.
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Figure 3.9. Water-cooled copper crucible with titanium in the center and five melting
troughs for melting five ingots with one vacuum pumping. The titanium is
melted first to purify the vacuum chamber from any remaining oxygen impu-
rities.

Figure 3.10. Melted ingot after five meltings with flipping the ingot between the melt-
ings.
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Figure 3.11. Induction casting furnace. The piston on top of the furnace moves the V-
shaped quartz crucible from heating position inside the induction coil to
direct contact with the copper mold orifice, when the large black button on
the front of the machine is pressed.

Figure 3.12. The principle of the used quartz crucible shape and motion from heating
position to mold orifice of unrelated mold geometry [71].

Figure 3.13. Induction furnace cast 3mm diameter BMG rods.
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Figure 3.14. Cast BMG tensile test specimen in as-cast condition.

the quartz crucible can be seen in figure 3.12, as the distance of the arrow

between the tip of the crucible and the orifice of the mold. After posi-

tioning the crucible and the mold, the furnace was closed and pumped to

<1× 10−5 mbar vacuum.

After pumping the vacuum, in this case with oil-sealed rotary vane fore-

pump (not visible) and high vacuum diffusion pump (gray cylinder above

the black fan on the right of figure 3.11), the crucible was heated inside

the induction coil, as shown in figure 3.12, until it was evaluated through

the window, seen in figure 3.11, to be completely molten.

Optionally the melt temperature could be verified through the chamber

viewing port with a spot infrared thermometer. In practice, the color of the

molten metal and the knowledge of the melting point were used with well

known alloys. After melting the ingot, the big black button shown on front

of the furnace in figure 3.11 was pressed, which lowered the crucible from

inside the induction coil to contact with the mold and immediately after

reaching contact pressurized argon was used to eject the molten metal

into the mold. The most often produced specimens were cylindrical rods of

varying diameters, as shown in figure 3.13. As shown in figures 3.12 and

3.14, other forms can also be produced with relatively little adjustment.

The benefit of using V-tipped crucible was the good sealing it achieved

with the mold orifice. The mold orifice mechanically supports the tip of a

quartz crucible reducing the probability of the crucible breaking. This ef-

fectively removes the need for bottom half of the crucible shown in figure

3.4. This construction makes individual crucibles much less expensive,

but requires linear piston motion to move a crucible from the induction

coil to the mold orifice. This motion is not needed in the casting fur-

nace shown in figure 3.3, because the bottom end of an hour-glass shaped

quartz crucible provides sufficient distance between the induction coil and

the copper mold for induction melting to operate.
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3.3.1 High pressure die casting

The methods discussed in chapters 3.1 and 3.3 are sometimes referred to

as die casting [72]. However, the pressures that can be used with fused

quartz crucible are limited by the softening of the fused quartz. One com-

mon casting failure in this system is that the fused quartz crucible breaks

and releases the high speed melt in a direction other than the mold. A

high pressure die casting set-up usually consists of materials more able

to withstand the casting pressures. Also a hydraulic plunger instead of

gas pressure is used to accurately control the melt displacement speed

and the force used [73, 74]. This kind of high pressure and high displace-

ment method, schematically illustrated in figure 3.15 fills the mold fast

enough to form relatively complex specimens, such as those shown in fig-

ure 3.16. Liquid Metal Company has produced the samples in figure 3.16

with a customized aluminum die casting method [27].

Figure 3.15. A schematic representation of a high pressure metallic glass die casting
set-up [74].

The downside of the die casting methods discussed in chapters 3.1, 3.3

and here is the unreliable mechanical properties produced [72]. The mold

is filled by atomized spray, at least initially, followed by consolidation as

the pressure rises in the mold. The high flow velocities of die casting re-

sult in porosity in the produced samples, which can cause un-reliable me-

chanical properties as compared to suction-cast metallic glass specimens

[27, 75]. Although suction casting produces better mechanical properties

than die casting, tilt casting is known to produce better mechanical prop-
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Figure 3.16. Examples of commercially die-cast metallic glass specimens [27].

erties than suction casting [42, 76, 77].

3.4 High-purity arc melting and tilt casting with suction

On considering the equipment discussed in chapters 3.1 and 3.3, the use

of transparent fused quartz crucibles in both furnaces shown in figures 3.3

and 3.11 has the benefit that the melt is easy to observe. The downside of

the quartz crucible is that it is a likely source of contamination with oxy-

gen, which has been shown to cause brittleness in some Zr-based BMG

alloys[78]. The alternative method is to use a graphite crucible (as done

by the Schultz group in Dresden) with the same furnace. Graphite has not

been reported to cause embrittlement in BMG alloys. This design needs

an additional mirror or camera inside the chamber to observe the melt.

Another issue with the BMG manufacturing systems presented in chap-

ters 3.1 and 3.3 is the need for two vacuum chambers, one for alloying and

one for casting. Both need a crucible and a method to melt and observe

the alloy. In the case of the relatively inexpensive equipment presented

in figures 3.1 and 3.3, this was accomplished by using the same vacuum

system and induction power source for both furnaces, i.e. disassembly and

assembly of the furnaces was needed in normal operation. This is detri-

mental to high-vacuum systems and often leads to hard to diagnose leaks

in the furnace due to misalignment of seals, wear of sealing surfaces and

dirt particles on seals. In the case of the expensive equipment presented

in figures 3.8 and 3.11, both furnaces have their own independent vac-

uum and melting equipment. This is a practical but expensive solution,
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and still specimens prepared by this method do not compare favorably to

the best fatigue properties reported for cast BMG specimens [41, 43, 76].

The need to break the vacuum for transfering the ingot from one furnace

to another contributes again to oxygen contamination.

Another very interesting solution using a single vacuum system inte-

grates casting directly into the arc-melting copper hearth, as illustrated

in figure 3.17. However, the downside of this method is that the cold-spot,

where the melt touches the copper hearth is very likely to be sucked into

the mold when the melt is sucked from beneath in arc-melting.

Figure 3.17. Drop-suction-casting furnace [79].

Ideally therefore, the casting method would avoid using the cold spot

material. One example of such a system, for making golf clubs in this

case, is shown in figure 3.18. Here clamp casting serves to move the melt

in uniform fashion away from cold spot into the mold. However, this set-

up is no longer very useful for alloying, with all the vacuum-feedthroughs

that are needed to operate moveable parts inside the vacuum chamber.

Figure 3.18. Clamp casting to produce golf club strike plates with attractive mechanical
properties [43].

The most promising fatigue properties of BMG alloys have been re-

ported with all-metal crucibles using tilt casting [42, 76], which makes

this method particularly attractive for further study. In tilt casting, the

BMG specimen is first melted, usually with arc melting, and then the
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molten alloy is gently poured into the mold, as is schematically illustrated

in figure 3.19. The set-up shown in figure 3.19 usually requires the use of

high-torque rotary vacuum feedthroughs which severely limit the atmo-

sphere purity achievable in the tilt casting furnace using this fixed cham-

ber design. As is discussed in greater detail in (thesis Paper IV), these

rotating high-vacuum feedthroughs usually contain a lubricated O-ring

seal, which are prone to collect dirt and known to leak in use.

Figure 3.19. Tilt casting set-up with fixed chamber orientation [62]. The pre-alloyed
ingot is remelted and once molten the Cu-crucible and mold are tilted to-
gether to gently pour the melt into the mold. Since the chamber stays fixed,
the primary arc torch needs to be moved up before the hearth and mold are
tilted. Here another arc is fixed closer to the center of rotation to heat the
melt during casting.

To altogether remove the need for two systems, a higher purity one for

alloying and the lower purity one for casting, a novel design was sought

that would avoid the vacuum problems associated with tilt casting. By

rotating the whole arc melting chamber for tilt casting —thus eliminat-

ing the need for the most troublesome feedthroughs— and generally using

designs more commonly used in ultra-high vacuum systems, the vacuum

leak problems associated with tilt casting were resolved without compro-

mising the suitability of the chamber for alloying. The resulting furnace

design allows arc melting and tilt casting in a single furnace. The furnace

constructed according to this design is shown in figures 3.20, 3.21 and

3.22. More detail on the design methodology and the design features of

the combined tilt casting and arc melting furnace that was constructed, is

given in thesis Paper IV.

3.4.1 An example of BMG ingot melting with tilt and suction casting

A typical use of the constructed combination furnace consists of the fol-

lowing steps:

1. Convert the wanted alloy composition into weight percentages.

2. Cut and weigh the correct ingredient amounts.
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Figure 3.20. Cut-out view of the design of the arc melting and casting furnace (thesis
Paper IV). Here the arc torch remains usable during the casting operation
because it rotates with the chamber, so only one arc torch is required.

Figure 3.21. The combined arc melting and casting furnace, with chamber closed (thesis
Paper IV).

3. Place the cut pieces on the cold copper crucible as shown in figure 3.25.

4. Close the furnace using the pneumatic lift shown in figure 3.22.

5. Start rough pumping the chamber. Turn on and start pumping through

the turbo-molecular pump shown in figure 3.26, when the vacuum is

better than 5× 10−2 mbar.

6. Pump to a high vacuum better than 1× 10−5 mbar. This usually takes

less than 30min. With a couple of hours of pumping time, a 1× 10−6 mbar

vacuum can be reached.
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Figure 3.22. The combined arc melting and casting furnace, with chamber open.

7. Close the high vacuum valve, shown in closed position behind the mold

in figure 3.27. This seals the chamber. Turn off the pumps. Remove

electrical connections from the turbo-molecular pump to avoid possible

damage from high-voltage arc-starting spark. Remove the cold-cathode

high-vacuum gauge.

8. Fill the chamber with argon until desired pressure is reached. Usually

this pressure is set from 0.4bar to 0.6bar absolute pressure (amounts

are 0.6bar and 0.4bar under atmospheric pressure, respectively). Use

only the mechanical pressure gauge shown in figure 3.21 to set this pres-

sure.

9. Turn on the TIG power source and select 100A starting current with

high-voltage spark. Verify that cooling water is flowing both in the elec-

trode and in the copper crucible.

10. Position the tungsten electrode tip on top of the gettering titanium

as shown in figure 3.27. Adjust the tip height from the right thumb

pneumatic valve shown in figure 3.32 to be as close to the titanium as

possible, without touching the titanium.

11. When ready, ignite the arc plasma by pressing the right foot pedal
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trigger. Make sure the plasma travels from the tip of the electrode di-

rectly to the titanium. Let the sharp end of the tungsten electrode tip

heat for few seconds in the same position until the top of the tungsten

electrode begins to glow red. Carefully lift the electrode to a more com-

fortable height, such as that shown in figure 3.28, while observing the

plasma behavior and adjusting as necessary.

12. Melt the titanium.

13. After about one minute, move the plasma to start melting the ingre-

dients in the main trough. Use the 100 A power to melt the pieces into

a single ingot. If necessary, stop the melting and move the pieces to-

gether after they have cooled down and remelt them, always igniting

the plasma on the titanium to clear the chamber of any leaked oxygen.

14. Add more power depending on the size of the melt. The molten ingot

should look and move like liquid mercury as shown in figure 3.23, when

properly molten. After melting the ingot for about one minute, stop the

melting by lifting foot of the triggering pedal, as shown in figure 3.29.

15. Wait for the ingot to cool down. The poor wetting of the cold-copper

crucible by the molten ingot and the poor thermal conduction across the

ingot-crucible interface show a markedly slow cooling rate. So the ingot

usually crystallizes as can be seen from the ingot surface shown in figure

3.30. Use the electrode tip and the manipulator, both shown in figure

3.30 to flip the ingot upside down as shown in figure 3.31. The ingot

has no more adhesion to the crucible as the pieces it was melted from,

shown in figure 3.25. This seems surprising since the melting point of

copper (1083 ◦C) is exceeded by approximately about 1000 ◦C, when the

zirconium is first melted.

16. Repeat steps from 10 to 15 until the ingot has been melted four to five

times. The surface of the ingot should start to show uniform crystal-

lization patterns on repetitive meltings signaling the alloy is properly

mixed [80].

17. During the last melting, open the suction valve and pour the melt as

shown in figure 3.24 into the mold shown in figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.23. The arc melting of a BMG alloy ingot on top of the water-cooled copper
hearth. On the right is the tip of the manipulator used to flip the ingot
upside down between melting runs. The mould orifice and the melt pouring
nozzle leading to it can be seen behind the arc (thesis Paper IV).

Figure 3.24. Tilted furnace after casting. The two large pneumatic cylinders on the
right are used to tilt the chamber. The tilting is controlled from the gray
pneumatic valve on the wooden panel in the middle of the picture. The
furnace is mechanically reinforced with water-cut aluminium structure to
survive the accelerations of the chamber tilting process. An all-metal gas
line is used between the argon gas cylinder and the chamber to preserve the
99.9999 at % purity.

18. Rough pump the chamber fumes before leaking it, and open it to the

position shown in figure 3.22.

19. Remove the mold from the chamber and open it as shown in figure

3.34. A typical specimen can be seen in figure 3.35. The same mold was

used in figure 3.4. Tilt and suction casting help to prevent the cold shut

seen in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.25. Measured Cu, Zr, Al and Ni on the water cooled copper crucible before
closing the chamber. Titanium that is used to getter any residual oxygen is
in the small trough.

Figure 3.26. High-vacuum pumping in progress. Turbo-molecular pump rotor is spin-
ning behind the mold.
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Figure 3.27. Preparing to ignite arc melting arc. The arc is always ignited to the ti-
tanium getter (under the electrode tip). In titanium gettering the highly
reactive titanium is melted to remove oxygen impurities from the chamber
atmosphere.

Figure 3.28. Titanium gettering the chamber. After about one minute of gettering, the
lit arc is moved to melt the ingredients in the main trough.

Figure 3.29. Typical appearance of a molten BMG alloy.
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Figure 3.30. Cooled BMG alloy ingot before flipping.

Figure 3.31. Flipped BMG ingot. The ingot was flipped without breaking the vacuum by
moving it with the electrode to the right side of the trough, where it could
be easily flipped with the manipulator tip.

Figure 3.32. Arc melting in practice. The pneumatic valve in the middle of the picture
is used to adjust the height of the electrode inside the chamber.
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Figure 3.33. Inside view of the furnace after tilt casting. On the water-cooled copper
crucible, titanium is in the small trough on the left and BMG alloy was
poured into the mold.

Figure 3.34. Typical mold filling with tilt and suction casting. This is the same mold
shown in figure 3.4, now with better filling probably mostly due to the use
of suction in the casting. This specimen also has some cast-in copper wires
for an experiment that will be covered in chapter 4.

Figure 3.35. Tilt and suction cast specimen. Slow pouring left a large ’skull’ on the cold
copper crucible.
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3.4.2 Tilt casting more complex annular shapes

While die casting is known for its ability to produce complex specimens,

although with the issue of unreliable mechanical properties, it is inter-

esting to investigate the feasibility of casting more complex shapes with

the constructed tilt casting furnace with suction casting, especially since

these methods should be able to produce higher mechanical quality spec-

imens. The chosen study case is the casting of annular or tubular speci-

mens, in molds requiring a core.

Such shapes are also relevant for potential practical applications such

as annular gaskets, active solder materials [81], jewelry, enclosures for

electronic components, and as a preform for blow molding [50]. Metallic

glass tubes can be used to construct precise Coriolis mass flowmeters [82].

The alternative metallic glass ring or tube manufacturing methods are

discussed in (thesis Paper II).

Here we studied the possibility of casting bulk metallic glass tube into

a core mold, schematically illutrated in figure 3.36 in one process. With a

custom-built furnace, we start from raw materials and break the vacuum

only once the tube has been cast. With the same arc melting electrode

used in both alloy production and in casting, we aim to keep the ingot size

under 100 g and waste as little as possible of the melt charge on runners

by using tilt-casting to avoid the need for vertical runners.

Although the mold was filled nicely, as shown in figure 3.37, and a glassy

Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (in at.%) ring with outer diameter of 25mm and 1.8mm

thickness, shown in figure 3.38, was produced, the amount of work to find

the optimized casting parameters required was surprisingly large.

Figure 3.36. An illustration of the used casting set-up with (a) arc melting electrode, (b)
molten alloy, (c) mold and (d) core. In casting the set-up is tilted clockwise
to pour the melt into the mold (thesis Paper II).
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Figure 3.37. A fully filled casting (thesis Paper II).

Figure 3.38. A glassy ring cut in cross-section from tilt cast tube (thesis Paper II).

3.4.3 Tilt casting with cap casting

One way to improve the tilt-casting process mold filling is to use a sepa-

rate plunger to push the melt, as is illustrated in figure 3.39, into contact

with the mold. Besides helping to fill the mold, this method improves the

thermal contact between the cooling melt and the mold enabling greater

glass forming ability. Also the plunger removes excess heat from the top

of the melt [42, 76–78, 83]. An optional cap casting feature is currently

under construction to the constructed furnace.
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Figure 3.39. Yokoyama design for the cap casting technique [83].
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4. Production facilities for
thermoplastic forming of bulk
amorphous metal

Thermoplastic forming of metallic glass is seen as a promising method

for producing shapes that are difficult or impossible to cast. By decou-

pling the casting process from the final shaping, the cast specimen can

be relatively simple to produce compared to the final shape. In practice,

the preform material is alloyed and cast normally into a metallic glass by

metal mold casting, as is schematically illustrated by the blue arrow first

cooling segment in figure 4.1. This first manufacturing step is very sim-

ilar to the ordinary metal mold casting represented by the grey arrow in

figure 4.1. In thermoplastic forming, the cast sample is reheated between

TG and TX temperatures, where a larger forming time than in direct cast-

ing, is available before crystallization, as is schematically illustrated by

the reheating part of the blue arrow in figure 4.1.

log(Time)
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Supercooled
liquid

Glass

Liquid

Crystal

Figure 4.1. The principal idea of thermoplastic forming.
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4.1 Effect of friction between metallic glass and mold in
thermoplastic forming of metallic glass

Thermoplastic forming processes that have been successfully carried out

with bulk metallic glasses include imprinting [51, 84–86], extrusion [27],

injection molding [72], friction welding [87], manipulation with forceps

[85] and blow molding [50]. Depending on the used experimental set-up,

the thermoplastic forming is done either in constrained or un-constrained

flow. In fully constrained flow, the friction of the alloy surface against the

mold wall requires shearing inside the alloy for continued deformation. In

fully un-constrained flow there is no shearing caused by friction limiting

the achievable deformations. The larger deformations available in un-

constrained flow are represented in figure 4.2 by thermoplastic flattening

diameters of cylindrical specimens [88].
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Figure 4.2. The significance of constrained or un-constrained flow in the flattening of a
cylindrical sample in compression test [88].

The amount of thermoplastic deformation that can be achieved in con-

stant heating of metallic glass before crystallization can be characterized

by the figure of merit

F =
1

3∂T
∂t

∫ TX

TG

1

η(T )
dT, (4.1)

where η is viscosity, TG and TX are glass transformation temperature

and crystallization temperature, respectively [89]. The blow-molded nom-

inal composition Zr44Ti11Cu10Ni10Be25 metallic glass bottle (from a cast

metallic glass parison) in figure 4.4 and the blow molded hologram in fig-

ure 4.5 are examples of thermoplastic forming with very little hindrance

from friction between metallic glass and mold. As a result of no metal-
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mold friction, much larger aspect ratios can be manufactured with blow-

molding type thermoplastic forming, as is shown in figure 4.3, where the

diameters of figure 4.2 are represented as achievable aspect ratios. The

thermoplastically compression molded corrugated plate (from a flat plate

preform) in figure 4.6 is an example of thermoplastic molding, where fric-

tion between metallic glass and mold hinders the achievable deforma-

tions.

Figure 4.3. The significance of constrained or un-constrained flow in the flattening of
a cylindrical sample in compression test with the effect to achievable aspect
ratios [88].

Figure 4.4. A blow molded nominal composition Zr44Ti11Cu10Ni10Be25 metallic glass bot-
tle [27].
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Figure 4.5. A blow molding replicated hologram [27].

Figure 4.6. A thermoplastically compression molded nominal composition
Zr44Ti11Cu10Ni10Be25 metallic glass plate [27].
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4.2 Effect of reheating rate on thermoplastic forming of metallic
glass

Usually in the reheating process, the sample is heated to a temperature

much lower than melting temperature to avoid crystallization, however

in some cases, with very high heating rate temperatures above melting

temperature have also been achieved [90]. The difference between cast-

ing and thermoplastic forming is sometimes blurred, as some recent ca-

pacitive discharge thermoplastic forming processes actually can heat the

glassy preform above their melting point [90]. The usual case, especially

with slower heating rate is to keep the temperature between the TG and

TX temperatures [27].

Figure 4.7. Glass-transition onset temperature and crystallization onset temperature
versus time for metallic glass Vitleroy 1 at varying heating rates. The crit-
ical heating rate to completely bypass crystallization on heating from the
glass through the liquid is about 200K s−1. Conventional heating rates on
the order of 1K s−1 provide access to the undercooled liquid over a relatively
narrow temperature range, above which crystallization becomes kinetically
favorable. Capacitive discharge heating rates on the order of 1× 106 K s−1

make the undercooled liquid accessible at any temperature above the glass
transition, through the melting point and beyond, where the liquid enters the
equilibrium state [90].
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Figure 4.8. A set-up for demonstrating the use of capasitive discharge heating for injec-
tion molding of a metallic glass component. Also, ’as-molded’ Pd43Cu27Ni10P20

toroidal metallic glass part formed at processing temperature of ∼ 720K us-
ing a plunger pressure of ∼ 20MPa is shown [90].
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4.3 An example of thermoplastic flow facility construction and its
use for tensile viscous flow forming

Blow molding of cast metallic glass parisons is an interesting method,

because unlike most forming methods, it does not consist of using high

pressure to force supercooled liquid through narrow mold orifices, but in-

stead deforms the preform mostly by tensile forces induced by pressure

differences [27, 50]. The tensile forces can also be induced directly by

heating a metallic glass specimen under tension above its glass forming

temperature. To further test this method, a tensile viscous flow forming

rig, shown in figure 4.9 was designed and built (thesis Papers III and V).

The constructed forming apparatus shown in figure 4.9 consists of fused

quartz tube, which is sealed from above, and open from lower end. On the

upper end, there is a connection for helium gas, which is used both to in-

crease the convective cooling rate and to protect the deforming specimen

from excess oxidation. The fused quartz tube and ends are held in place

by a support mechanism, which allows the induction coil to move up and

down during the process.

Figure 4.9. The constructed wire drawing apparatus (thesis Paper V).

The thermoplastic forming of metallic glass wire is seen interesting be-

cause it potentially allows high flexibility in the produced wire diameters

just by changing the process parameters even during the test. The con-

trolled mid-process wire diameter change could be useful in novel suspen-

sion design. A variable diameter in a spring would result in a nonlinear
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spring, where stiffness increases as the deflection increases. Also the low

intrinsic loss and high elastic deformation properties of metallic glass can

have applications where wire form is useful, such as for acoustic applica-

tions (thesis Paper III).

With the constructed tensile viscous forming facility, the cast preform

is thermoplastically formed into a wire without the need for high-vacuum

chamber or high-end process control in an essentially self-stabilizing method.

The finite element calculations are used to evaluate optimal specimen ge-

ometries and the functioning of the used induction coils. The reported

melt quenching metallic glass wire production methods use a rapidly spin-

ning thin disk, the edge of which is brought into contact with the molten

glass-forming alloy during the wire extraction part of this melt extrac-

tion method [91, 92]. Alternatively, the melt is poured onto a spinning

disk with suitably sized groove for thicker wire formation [93]. The use of

thermoplastic forming for metallic glass wire production is reported rela-

tively seldom [94], (thesis Paper III). The unconstrained flow of material

on the surface of the precursor material during thermoplastic forming en-

ables much larger tensile deformations than are possible in a confined

flow situation such as casting into a long and narrow mold [89], (thesis

Paper III). The simplest geometry to produce by this method is custom

diameter profile amorphous wire, which also may have practical applica-

tions in acoustics (thesis Paper III) or as non-linear springs (thesis Paper

V).

4.3.1 Finite element modeling of induction heating

Finite element modelling was used to evaluate the focusing of the induc-

tion heating on the specimen. A finite element model used in (thesis Paper

III) was further developed to evaluate the various schemes to focus the in-

duction heating away from the sample suspension wires. A failure to focus

the induction heating away from the sample grips was found to result in

highly elliptical cross-section wires. To overcome this problem without the

use of bucking coil, the slots shown at the ends of figure 4.10a specimen

were machined. This is a working solution, although with the downside of

requiring much work in sample preparation. As shown in figure 4.10a, the

slots successfully focus the electromagnetic power loss density i.e. heat-

ing in the middle of the specimen. To avoid the need of machining the

slots at each end of the sample, a combination of using a bucking coil and
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Figure 4.10. Tested wire drawing preform specimen geometries, (a) 7mm cylindrical
sample heated in normal induction coil. Sample has holes for attaching it
to the wire drawing rig. Sample also has slits cut to the ends to reduce
the heating of the sample ends. (b) Sample from a. heated with a bucking
coil. The top of the sample is heated much less due to the bucking coil. (c)
Specimen with diameters 5mm and 3mm heated in normal induction coil.
The heating of the sample at the thicker upper part is focused too much near
the gripping holes. However, the lower gripping holes do not suffer from
overheating due to the smaller diameter. (d) Sample from c. is heated with
bucking coil. Here the bucking coil reduces the heating at the thicker upper
part and the smaller diameter reduces the heating at the lower thinner part.
Both sample grips are protected from overheating (thesis Paper V).

a smaller diameter lower part sample was planned. The electromagnetic

power loss of this 40mm long 5mm to 3mm diameter sample is shown in

figure 4.10c without the use of bucking coil and in figure 4.10d with the

use of bucking coil. It is seen that the upper sample gripping hole region

in the figure 4.10c preform heats up too much. However, this problem

is successfully avoided in the identical geometry preform shown in figure

4.10d with the use of a custom-built bucking coil. To take into account

the different diameters, i.e. smaller diameter section needs less heating

to start to flow, the electromagnetic power loss was integrated along the

length of the specimen and divided by the cross-section. The results of

the calculations are shown in figure 4.11, where the reduction of heating

caused by the use of the bucking coil is clearly seen as a downward slope

of the bucking coil curve.

The success with the bucking coil led to the question, if the need of ma-

chining the sample could be removed altogether, thus significantly simpli-

fying the process of producing wire with thermoplastic deformation. By

carefully positioning wires in both top and lower parts of the mold before

casting, a ready to use wire drawing specimen, shown in figure 4.9 was

successfully cast and successfully used to draw wire. The effect of the

force used to draw the wire was qualitatively analyzed by continuing to

draw the wire by hand after the 0.2kg weight had descended its full free
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Figure 4.11. A comparison of calculated power loss densities per sample length with and
without the use of bucking coil. The use of bucking coil successfully prevents
the sample from heating near the top of the sample (thesis Paper V).
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Figure 4.12. A sample with cast-in wires.

fall distance of 0.5m. The produced wire thickness was found to be very

sensitive to the amount of force used, which could enable the tailoring of

wire thickness profile by changing the force and rate of the drawing dur-

ing the process. These tailored thickness profile wires could be used as

non-linear springs, benefiting from the excellent spring properties of bulk

metallic glasses [95].
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Figure 4.13. An example of produced glassy wire (thesis Paper V).
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5. Production facilities for bulk
amorphous coating with physical
vapor deposition

As discussed in chapter 1.2.3, one of the great advantages of BMG al-

loys is their potential in miniaturization. The lack of grain boundaries in

amorphous metals removes this natural limit encountered, when minia-

turizing with polycrystalline metals. The high thermal stability of the

amorphous structure in BMG alloys further enhances their potential in

miniaturization by providing the possibility for superplastic forming. As

discussed in chapters 1.2.4 and 1.2.3, the small plastic zone size in BMG

alloys often leads to problems in the form of too high strain localization.

Making specimens of sufficiently small size avoids this problem without

the need to modify the BMG alloy for increased ductility [14]. An interest-

ing way to achieve this is to use the BMG alloy as a coating. As discussed

in chapters 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, basic physical vapor deposition methods, such

as magnetron sputtering can be used both to produce fatigue strength

enhancing coatings and to produce MEMS / NEMS parts. In addition,

magnetron sputtering is an environmentally friendly dry process, with

existing mass production applications.

5.1 Magnetron sputtering target manufacturing

In magnetron sputtering, the most practical way to deposit a fixed com-

position multi-component alloy is to manufacture a target of the same

composition. As shown in chapter 3, melting reactive alloys with high-

purity requirements can be done either with induction or arc melting on

a water-cooled copper crucible. Due to the relatively large size require-

ment of 72.2mm diameter with thickness of 3mm to 10mm, arc melting

was selected. The BMG alloy ingot shown in figure 5.1 was produced with

normal arc melting, as discussed in chapter 3.4.1. The main difference
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Figure 5.1. Arc-melted nominal composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 BMG alloy ingot.

Figure 5.2. Arc-melted BMG ingot after machining with a lathe. The 72.3mm (3”) diam-
eter disk is ready for use as a magnetron sputtering target.

to chapter 3.4.1 is that the ingot was left to cool on the water-cooled cold

copper crucible. Since it is not necessary to produce amorphous target

disks for amorphous magnetron sputtering coatings, the slow cooling rate

and crystallization of the target disk were not a problem. After melting,

the ingot was machined with a lathe to the correct dimensions for the

magnetron sputtering target holder assembly. The finished target disk is

shown in figure 5.2.
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5.2 Bulk amorphous metal coating of polymers with magnetron
sputtering

As discussed in chapter 1.2.4, the wider industrial use of BMG alloys suf-

fers from the costly high-purity requirements of the materials and the

manufacturing processes. It is therefore interesting to study the possibil-

ity of minimizing the amount of high-strength BMG and the possibility to

use the known processability of polymers to produce hybrid material parts

with a high contact strength surface and a high specific strength interior.

Also in display manufacture, replacing the glass as the transparent elec-

tronics substrate with flexible polymers can enable new durable flexible

displays. The applicability of BMG alloys for this substrate of polymers is

of interest because of its attractive MEMS / NEMS properties discussed in

chapter 1.2.3. To evaluate the feasibility of these BMG polymer compos-

ites it is necessary to determine if it is possible to create sufficient adhe-

sion between the two and what the properties of the deposited BMG alloy

are. Vacuum can perform transport medium function analogous to that of

a solution in electrolytic metallization, as shown in figure 5.3. Generally

physical power is provided to target material (coating material) to vapor-

ize it so it can travel to the substrate material (material that is coated). To

work the chamber needs to be vacuum-purified meaning that it is pumped

to high enough vacuum before letting the necessary plasma gases in. This

leaking is done in a controlled fashion measuring the amounts of gasses

leaked into the chamber, while at the same time pumping the chamber.

[96, 97]

The methods used to vaporize target material can be divided to ther-

mal and nonthermal methods [96]. Thermal methods include heating

deposited material by various means to cause evaporation. Nonthermal

methods include sputtering where ejection of deposited material is in-

duced by bombardment of ions. The ions are excited with alternating

current and focused on the target material by magnetic fields as shown in

figure 5.4b [96, 97]. It can be thought, that the hit target material is very

briefly and locally heated for a short time to a high temperature causing it

to evaporate into the chamber, where it will be colliding with the plasma

gases while travelling towards the substrate, where it will travel and do

most of its possible diffusion and chemical reactions on the surface. If

the substrate surface is rough, then the now adsorbed atom (adatom) can

travel deeper into the substrate face before nucleating or joining previous
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Figure 5.3. The principle of material transfer from the target to the substrate in mag-
netron sputtering [98].

Figure 5.4. a) Plasma-activation plasma treatment corona around plastic substrate
holder. b) Magnetron sputtering for the metallization of polymer substrates
[99].
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Figure 5.5. BMG alloy coated substrates in the used industrial purity substrate holder.

nuclei. In this way the surface roughness of the substrate can increase

coating adhesion by inducing mechanical locking between the coating and

the substrate [96–98].

The diffusion of metal into polymer substrate depends on the chemical

reactivity of the metal with the polymer. If the metal is reactive like Cr

or Ti, it will travel a very short distance before immobilizing due to chem-

ical reaction. If the metal is noble and not considered reactive then the

distance traveled depends on the deposition rate. At any practical deposi-

tion rate a metal film will form on the polymer surface and because these

metals are chemically attracted to each other they will not diffuse to the

polymer. Only if the deposition rate is so small that the metal film does

not have time to form do the metal atoms diffuse deeper into the polymer.

Even then these supposedly non-reactive metals significantly reduce lo-

cal chain movement by temporary metal-atom-induced cross-linking and

so stiffen the polymer also making it an effective diffusion barrier for fur-

ther diffusion [100, 101]. In general, it can be said that metal deposited on

polymer surface stays very near to the surface. Without chemical reaction

between the polymer side groups or mechanical adhesion from the sur-

face roughness the adhesion will be due to Van der Waals forces. Methods

like the plasma treatment in figure 5.4a to increase the diffusion depth at

the substrate surface will significantly increase the mechanical adhesion

and also affect favorably the mechanical properties of the composite be-

cause there will be a less abrupt change in the material properties. Less
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Figure 5.6. The UHV magnetron sputtering furnace used. The aluminum foil wrap-
ping is for UHV baking the chamber, which is necessary after disassembly to
achieve UHV conditions.

abrupt change from metal to polymer will reduce the stress concentration

at the interface which will have beneficial effect on adhesion under stress

[100, 101]. Usually physical vapor deposited metal on plastic substrates

possesses relatively high adhesion. Often adhesion is increased with a

surface roughening plasma treatment, like the one shown in figure 5.4a.

Irrespective of the precise deposition method used for metallization there

are some very powerful adhesion improvement methods that can be used

to improve adhesion between metallization and plastic [96, 97, 102–107].

Magnetron sputtering under reduced Ar pressure, discussed in chapter

5, was used to deposit the target alloy onto various substrates without

excessive heating. The base pressure of the industrial purity deposition

chamber shown in figure 5.4 was 1× 10−5 mbar. A typical industrial pu-

rity coating can be seen in figure 5.5. These tests are compared to the

results from a high-purity deposition chamber, shown in figures 5.6, 5.7,

and 5.8, with a base pressure less than 1× 10−7 mbar. A typical high-

purity coating can be seen in figure 5.9. The details of this equipment are

listed in ref. [22]. Polycarbonate (PC), polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA),

polyamide 12 (PA12), polyarylamide (PAA+50GF), polyphenylene sulfide
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Figure 5.7. The UHV magnetron sputtering furnace used. The long horizontal rod on
the right of the picture is used to transport the substrates from the load lock
to the processing chamber.

Figure 5.8. Magnetron sputtering deposition of BMG alloy on a polymer substrate.
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Figure 5.9. BMG alloy coated substrates after UHV magnetron sputtering coating.

Figure 5.10. Zr-based BMG alloy deposited on a polymer substrate.

(PPS+30GF), polybutylene terephthalate (PBT+30GF) were used as sub-

strates. The numbers in the three last codes refer to the content of glass

fibre filler (GF) in weight %. Thin films of about 400nm were deposited on

each polymer substrate.

5.2.1 Methods to improve the metal-polymer adhesion

Due to the very high difference in hardness and Young’s modulus between

polymers and BMG alloys, the interface of the materials may experience

large shearing forces unless appropriate measures are taken. These forces

together with thermal and mechanical stresses may lead to poor adhesion.

As shown in figure 5.11, there are basically three methods that are used,

when good mechanical strength is desired at the polymer-metal interface

[98]. Surface preparation of a polymer surface before metal deposition can

be divided to [96]:

• External cleaning which takes place outside the deposition system in a

controlled environment.

– May include ’gross cleaning’ which removes portion of the substrate
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Figure 5.11. Methods used to improve adhesion between a substrate and a coating. a)
Increased surface area by rough interface. b) Addition of an adhesion layer.
c) Interphase region with atomic mixing of the two materials [98].

material.

– May include ’specific cleaning’ which removes specific contaminants

such as hydrocarbons and salts.

• In-situ cleaning takes place inside the deposition system.

– For example, hydrocarbon pollution may be removed from some in-

ert enough surfaces with oxygen or tetrafluoromethane (CF4) plasma

[106].

Surface treatments of the polymer substrate can be used to [96, 97, 103]:

• Roughen or smoothen the surface for better mechanical adhesion and

wetting. For example, the plasma treatment shown in figure 5.4a.

• Activating the surface by breaking bonds to create chemically reactive

side groups for chemical adhesion [103].

The diffusion depth of a metal can be increased with electrodes in suit-

able potentials which together form an ion gun towards the substrate sur-

face. The ions will hit some of the coating atoms and like billiard balls

accelerate them to penetrate deeper into the substrate creating an inter-

phase region between the coating and the substrate as shown in figure

5.12. To some extent ion bombardment will act to remove any poorly ad-

hered deposited material before it is coated over [102]. The ions hitting

the growth front have been shown to influence the very initial stages of

film growth, including nucleation rates, nucleation densities, and adatom
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Figure 5.12. Physically forced diffusion in ion-beam assisted deposition [102].

(an atom adsorbed on a surface so that it will migrate over the surface)

mobilities. These interactions can influence the interface between the

substrate and the growing film as well as the final microstructure of the

deposited film. In this way ion bombardment (or substrate biasing) sig-

nificantly increases the parameters to tailor the deposition process for

good adhesion basically without any imposed restrictions [98, 104]. Ion-

beam assisted deposition can be made to join almost any two materials by

just adjusting the bombardment parameters such as using heavier ions at

greater velocities when more power is needed. The limit is set by what the

substrate material can handle or can be pre-treated or modified to han-

dle [104]. For the specific case of BMG polymer interfaces, the substrate

surface roughening by plasma treatment, as shown in figure 5.4a, can

produce mechanical locking which provides adhesion. However, the best

method to provide high quality interfaces for mechanically demanding

applications uses physical force, as shown in figure 5.12, to overcome the

lack of diffusion from deposited metal into the polymer substrate. The cre-

ated interphase region has the added benefit that it reduces any stresses

acting on the substrate coating interface.
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6. Discussion

Metallic glasses are metals that have been solidified by cooling from the

molten state to below the glass transition temperature, without crystal-

lizing. They have the amorphous structure of the metallic liquid, but they

are not able, in a finite amount of time, to flow into the shape of the con-

tainer they are in; they are solids. Despite the conceptual simplicity of

the amorphous structure —its defining characteristic is that there is no

structure above the scale of the fluctuations in a dense random packing

of atoms— fundamental questions remain about the nature of the glassy

state and the glass transition. Nobel laureate P.W. Anderson has called

this the most important open question in solid state physics [108].

Bulk metallic glasses are also technologically relevant. Ordinary met-

als need to be cooled at extremely high cooling rates, >1× 106 K s−1, to

avoid crystallization and form a glass. This is possible with rapid quench-

ing equipment for thin foils and ribbons, thin wires and small droplets,

but not for bulk material. In the 1980’s, however, it was realized that

there are alloy compositions where crystallization can be avoided already

at moderate cooling rates, which can be achieved by fairly conventional

metal casting processes for bulk samples. There is still a maximum sec-

tion thickness that can be cooled quickly enough to avoid crystallization,

but this thickness is >1mm for a critical cooling rate around 1× 103 K s−1,

ranging to 100mm and 0.1K s−1 for the very best bulk metallic glasses

discovered to date.

Different methods may be used to produce amorphous metals, each with

its own advantages and disadvantages, whose relative importance de-

pends on the alloy composition and the intended purpose. Strictly speak-

ing, an amorphous solid is called a glass only if it was formed when a liq-

uid state underwent a glass transition. Thus, metallic glasses are formed

by melting the constituents to obtain a molten alloy with the desired com-
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position, and then quenching the molten alloy below its glass transition

temperature. Often, pre-alloying to obtain the desired composition, and

casting to obtain the desired shape while quenching to the glassy state,

are entirely separate processes, carried out in different apparatuses.

The methods most frequently used to study bulk amorphous alloys were

covered shortly to provide a useful primer for reading the measurement

methods used in the publications, that this thesis consists of. The com-

bination of XRD and DSC is probably the most common study performed

in metallic glass manufacturing. The compression tests usually aim to

study shear banding and the malleability of the studied BMG alloy. The

most useful property of instrumented indentation is the measurement of

indentation modulus and hardness from a small specimen. Indentation

mapping was found to provide useful function in evaluating larger metal-

lic glass specimens for microstructural variations (thesis Paper II).

The manufacturing of bulk metallic glasses is a very specific process,

one that usually fails miserably if tried on commonly found metal indus-

try laboratory equipment and process purities. To successfully study the

manufacturing of bulk metallic glasses one must study the design and test

the different manufacturing methods empirically. All bulk metallic glass

manufacture begins with alloying the correct composition; two methods,

i.e. induction melting and arc melting were tested. In the case of amor-

phous coatings, it is possible to co-deposit from multiple target materials

and alloy in-situ in the deposition phase, but only single target deposition

systems were used in this thesis.

In the scheme of manufacturing, the casting has two conflicting goals

that it must succeed. The casting method must solidify the BMG-alloy

into right shape and simultaneously cool it fast enough to avoid crystal-

lization, i.e. the faster the cooling rate required the less time there is to

fill the mold. If filling the mold is emphasized too much, crystallization

occurs and ruins the desired microstructure and possibly also the surface

of the cast specimen. If fast cooling is emphasized too much a freeze-

frame of the metal about to fill the mold is captured in a glassy specimen

of wrong —and probably useless— shape. The different casting meth-

ods also significantly influence the mechanical properties of the solidified

glassy alloy. The die casting methods, which excel in filling even complex

molds compromise on mechanical properties by producing a lot of micro-

scopic flaws and inclusions into the cast material. Suction casting and tilt

casting produce better mechanical properties but are also more difficult to
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use in the production of complex shapes. Ideally bulk metallic glass caster

wants the formability of die casting with the mechanical properties of tilt

casting.

Thermoplastic formability of bulk metallic glasses has larger formabil-

ity than die casting, and the preforms can be manufactured with high

quality sample producing methods such as suction and tilt casting. Ther-

moplastic forming does not replace casting, because it still needs a glassy

(or deposited amorphous in the case of physical vapor deposition) pre-

form. The quality and shape of the glassy preform significantly influence

the quality of the thermoplastically shaped sample. The most important

benefit of thermoplastic forming of metallic glasses, is that there is signifi-

cantly bigger processing window than there is in casting, while still avoid-

ing crystallization. Also the process purity requirements are not as strict,

i.e. the processing can be done without vacuum chambers even in air at-

mosphere. To fully utilize the benefits of thermoplastic forming methods

for large aspect ratio specimen production, it is necessary to minimize or

eliminate the mold–supercooled-liquid interface friction caused shearing

in the supercooled liquid. These shear minimizing methods include blow-

molding and tensile viscous forming. Currently a significant part of the

processing window is wasted by inefficient contact heating of the metal-

lic glass preform, the use of induction heating and capacitive discharge

heating can be used to improve the achieved results.

Physical vapor deposition does not directly produce metallic glass, as

the metallic material is not molten during the process, instead individual

atoms are mobile (and energized) during their travel from their target ori-

gin to the substrate final destinations. However, if the PVD is carried out

in a pure enough environment, the resulting amorphous coating can be re-

heated for thermoplastic patterning or shaping, and if it is subsequently

cooled fast enough, a literally glassy coating results. PVD provides ex-

tremely versatile amorphous metal shaping possibilities, mostly limited

by the shaping of the substrate, but most importantly, it is possible to coat

sensitive materials, which can not withstand the casting temperatures of

the BMG. These materials include microchip silicon wafers and various

polymers. When PVD methods are used, whether to improve metal part

fatigue and corrosion resistance, or coat heat sensitive materials, the com-

posite part quality requires good adhesion between the coating and sub-

strates. This adhesion and the steepness of mechanical property change

needs to be controlled to produce the best quality products. The downside
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of PVD is that it is relatively slow for anything except thin coatings, and

the quality of these coatings is sensitive to all impurities they encounter

while in atomized state. Ultra-high-vacuum chambers need to be used for

nominal composition Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 coatings, which are subsequently

used for thermoplastic processes.
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7. Conclusions

A novel combined tilt-casting arc-melting furnace was designed and con-

structed for the preparation of high-quality bulk metallic glass specimens.

Using this apparatus, the complete process from pre-alloying to final cast-

ing can be carried out in one sequence, without need to vent and re-

establish the inert atmosphere. Specimens of Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 cast into

cylinders up to 10mm diameter using this apparatus were confirmed to

be glassy and to exhibit fracture behavior similar to the highest-quality

specimens of this alloy studied elsewhere. Also, a glassy Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5
(in at.%) ring with outer diameter of 25mm and 1.8mm thickness was

produced, using the constructed arc-melting tilt-casting furnace. Both tilt

and suction casting were used to ensure mold filling. Tilt casting was

found to fill one side of the tube mold first, with the rest of the tube cir-

cumference filled subsequently by suction casting.

Two methods were tried for tensile viscous flow forming of copper mold

cast Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 preforms with induction heating, and both meth-

ods worked. The glassy microstructure of the drawn wire was verified

with X-ray diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

measurements. The mechanical properties of the produced wires were

tested with instrumented indentation to be very similar to those mea-

sured from a glassy cast specimen cross-section of the same composition

Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (in at.%). Finite element simulation was used to evalu-

ate the performance of the induction heating and specimen geometries. In

the first method (symmetric set-up) the focusing of the induction heating

was achieved by machining the preform specimen so that the inductive

currents heated the middle of the specimen. In the second method (asym-

metric set-up) the focusing of the induction heating was accomplished by

using preforms with smaller diameter at the lower end, in a bucking coil

which minimizes heating in the upper end of the preform. The preforms
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used for the asymmetric set-up are simpler to produce than those required

for the symmetric set-up. Furthermore, the asymmetric set-up offers the

possibility to continue the wire forming process indefinitely in a steady

state, as long as the preform does not crystallize and the preform does not

run out. Unlike other glassy wire production methods, this method allows

some real-time control over the produced wire diameter, which could be

very useful for the production of glassy non-linear springs. The presented

asymmetric test set-up may also have some potential as a method to char-

acterize thermoplastic forming behavior of different metallic glasses, if

more instrumentation is added to monitor the temperature profiles and a

more comprehensive numerical model is constructed to relate the result-

ing thickness profile to the material parameters.

BMG alloy Zr55Cu30Al10Ni5 (in at.%) was successfully deposited on var-

ious engineering polymer substrates by magnetron sputtering as thin ho-

mogeneous layers of about 400nm. The deposited alloys were shown to

have amorphous structure and elemental composition close to the target

alloy. According to the crosscut tape tests good adhesion was achieved be-

tween the studied BMG alloy and all other polymer substrates with the

exception of polycarbonate. The mechanical properties of coating and cast

BMG appear similar when tested with the same method. These results

with the novel BMG-polymer hybrid structures look promising and may

open new opportunities for BMG alloy applications.

The research hypothesis of this thesis was that there remain significant

opportunities for improvement of processing facilities used in bulk metal-

lic glass research. Further it was thought that studying and developing

such facilities contributes both to practical applications of these materials

and to advances in basic science of liquid and amorphous states of mat-

ter. Based on the obtained results, it is safe to say that the development

of practical applications has been advanced, by proposing and verifying

several innovations that reduce the cost of manufacture of bulk metallic

glasses while increasing the quality of the produced specimens. With the

development of the combined arc melting and tilt casting furnace, the in-

crease in quality dominates, although the ability to produce samples with

a single apparatus also lowers the initial cost to start producing high-

quality bulk metallic glass specimens in limited quantities. The custom-

designed and -built tensile forming facility lowers cost by drastically sim-

plifying and streamlining the preform preparation process. Furthermore,

it provides new manufacturing possibilities, e.g., to make controlled vari-
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able diameter wires for non-linear spring applications. Advances in the

basic science of metallic glasses are expected on two fronts. Firstly, more

widespread availability of the highest quality bulk metallic glass speci-

mens will contribute indirectly to the research on these specimens. Sec-

ondly, the asymmetric viscous forming set-up has potential as a method to

characterize and study thermoplastic forming behavior of different metal-

lic glasses. Therefore, the goals of the research have been achieved.
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